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The fortune-teller is part of Hubert Malfait's masterpieces from his Cubist Expressionist
period from 1925 to 1929. It is a strong work that places itself within the Flemish

expressionism of the 1920s and belongs to the top of his expressionism, stimulated by the
climate of cubism in Europe. Malfait joins the forefront of this style and has its own input

in terms of invoice, color and spirit. The painter thus practices his own expressionism,



linked to his environment and theme, purified from everyday reality. Constructivist-
pictorial, coloristic and spiritual, the painter enters the (art) world from his village.

Malfait has always been noticed for his sense of proportion, both in terms of design and
use of color. The figures are the concept with the symbols of his world: thoughtful, poetic

and ironic. This flat painted work is not about a situation, like his previous works from
the period 1924-26, but is a representation that has been worked out symbolically. The

subject of The fortune-teller has been lifted from reality and surrounded by referring
motifs. The references are reminiscent of Chagall with poetic force. Sometimes, as in this
work, spiced with light humor or irony. Compared to his works from the years before, in
The fortune teller the coloristic harmony has been enhanced and very daring. The clear

tones and sharply defined objects create a surreal world that recalls contemporary
paintings by Gustave Van de Woestyne. The central and extremely serene motif of the

cartomancer - immersed in the game - is roughly disturbed by the outstretched,
questioning hand of a man who is outside the picture plane. The seemingly quiet

simplicity in this work carries a charged mystery.
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